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FINANCIAL PLANNING

INCREASE YOUR 
IMMUNITY – 
PHYSICALLY AND 
FINANCIALLY 
SPEAKING
By Chris Grobler | Financial Planner | PWM Bryanston

I would like to share with you some ideas inspired by the Harvard Medical 
School, Healthline and Scripbox Financial Blog websites, as well as input from 
my clients, and my own experiences and studies as a financial planner. 

I believe you cannot always choose what happens to you, but you can choose how you react to it. Life often 
happens without us having any control over it – sometimes without any direct impact on us, for example an 
earthquake in a faraway country. And then, in some cases like the coronavirus outbreak, it does impact us 
personally and may leave us feeling depressed and helpless. Instead of being overwhelmed, let’s rather focus 
on what we can control. I believe there is actually a lot we can do.

The first line of defence is, of course, to avoid infection. Whatever precautions we take, there is a very good 
chance that we will physically and financially encounter a virus at some time. What can we do to be prepared 
for it? What can we control? I believe the answer lies in increasing our physical and financial immunity.

BUILDING YOUR PHYSICAL IMMUNITY

AVOID STRESS
Research has proven that stress weakens your immune system. We have the amazing ability to produce our 
own healing happy hormones by having fun, laughing more and trying to see the lighter side of a situation.
Activities that may help you manage your stress include meditation, exercise, journaling, yoga and other 
mindfulness practices. It may be a good time to improve your IT skills, as it will increase your contact with the 
outside world through virtual meetings and visits, helping you to maintain your sanity. 

REGULAR MODERATE EXERCISE
Another way of producing happy hormones is through exercise. Although prolonged, intense exercise can 
suppress your immune system, moderate exercise can give it a boost. It promotes good circulation, which 
allows the cells and substances of the immune system to move through the body freely and do their job 
efficiently. Studies indicate that even a single session of moderate exercise can boost the effectiveness of 
vaccines in people with compromised immune systems. What is more, regular, moderate exercise may 
reduce inflammation and help your immune cells regenerate regularly.

Examples of moderate exercise include brisk walking, steady cycling, jogging, swimming and light hiking. At 
least 150 minutes of moderate exercise per week is recommended. 
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EAT WELL AND HEALTHY
We also get comfort foods that can produce these happy hormones, like dark chocolate (in moderation, of 
course – we are all aware of the dangers of sugar). Our immune system army cannot march on an empty 
stomach. Healthy immune system warriors need good, regular nourishment. Several studies showed that 
whole plant foods contain antioxidants, fibre and vitamin C, which may lower your susceptibility to illness. 
Healthy fats like olive oil and omega-3s are highly anti-inflammatory and may naturally combat illnesses. 
Fermented foods and probiotics may bolster your immune system by helping it identify and target harmful 
pathogens.

If you suspect your diet is not providing you with all your micronutrient needs — if, for instance, you don’t like 
vegetables — taking a daily multivitamin and mineral supplement may bring more health benefits. However, 
taking mega doses of a single vitamin does not. More is not necessarily better.

SLEEP WELL
As difficult as it may be to sleep well as you are getting older, lack of sleep can affect your immune system. 
Studies show that people who don’t get quality sleep (or enough sleep – six hours or more) are more likely to 
get ill after being exposed to a virus. Lack of sleep can also affect how fast you recover if you do get ill. Sleep 
supports the proteins and cells of your immune system to detect and destroy bugs and germs – it also helps 
the system to remember them, so they can fight them off even quicker in the future. Sleep strengthens your 
body’s immune response, and at times like these it is more important than ever that we are getting enough 
of it.

If you’re having trouble sleeping, try limiting screen time for an hour before bed, as the blue light emitted 
from your phone, TV, and computer may disrupt your circadian rhythm, or your body’s natural wake-sleep 
cycle. Other sleep hygiene tips include sleeping in a completely dark room or using a sleep mask, going to 
bed at the same time every night, and exercising regularly.

AVOID COMFORT DRUGS
If you can avoid/quit smoking during this time and avoid excessive alcohol intake it will help to boost your 
immune system.

BUILDING YOUR FINANCIAL IMMUNITY THROUGH THE BASICS 
OF LIFESTYLE FINANCIAL PLANNING

DIVERSIFY YOUR INCOME (EAT WELL AND HEALTHY)
Diversification and discipline are the pillars of financial immunity. Try to create more than one income stream 
– for example, actively participating in more than one job or venture, earning passive income from a variety 
of investments, etc. Now may be a good time to learn new skills and start new hobbies. Think about new 
business opportunities like the manufacturing of face masks, shields, sanitisers, etc.

SAVE MORE (REGULAR EXERCISE)
Save more and start as early as possible. If you are fortunate enough to earn an income, it’s a good idea to 
take a serious look at your expenses and ensure that your budget is agile enough to provide for savings in 
good times and to be cut to the bone in the lean years. Ideally, build up a financial cushion by saving enough 
to maintain your lifestyle when your income stops at retirement. When retired, you should be able to cut 
back on your withdrawals from investments in the lean years, to prevent drawing down even further during 
challenging times.

AVOID DEBT (AVOID COMFORT DRUGS)
We are all tempted to adopt a lifestyle where ‘image’ is paramount, regardless of the costs, instead of adopting 
a lifestyle that suits our income. Avoid unnecessary and even unaffordable debt by staying away from big (or 
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expensive) loans. If you have debt, settle it as soon as possible. The money you earn is then all yours. A little 
can go a long way without debt. Debt can completely destroy your financial immunity. 

BE FINANCIALLY AWARE (AVOID INFECTION) 
Another important aspect of financial immunity is to ask the right questions and be financially aware. Do not 
make your financial decisions based on what others are doing. Avoid ‘water cooler’ and ‘braai’ advice. Stay 
well informed, do some research, and stay close to your financial planner and financial planning coach. Don’t 
forsake your financial plan, unless your circumstances require it to change. The worst mistake investors can 
make is to sell out after the market has fallen, and then buy again ‘when the dust settles’ – effectively locking 
in their losses and buying at high prices.

REVIEW YOUR DREAMS AND GOALS (SLEEP WELL)
To have dreams and goals is what makes us get up in the morning and is the heartbeat of our lifestyle financial 
plan, creating our financial happy hormones. We need to spend quality time and effort on goal setting and 
visualisation exercises. It is important to then prioritise these goals and ensure they are agile enough to be 
modified when a financial virus hits us. New circumstances may require the revision of our lifestyle goals.

THE VALUE OF A DIVERSIFIED INVESTMENT PORTFOLIO 
(AVOID STRESS)
This brings us to the value of a scientifically balanced, diversified investment portfolio, addressing your 
individual lifestyle goals and needs for growth and income. Understanding the risk-return balance is an 
important aspect of financial immunity. If you want to create wealth and grow your money, you will have to 
take on some risk. But how much? This can be addressed through suitable asset allocation and diversification 
to provide downside protection in your portfolio. 

Your money should be spread between appropriate investment instruments (e.g. direct share portfolios, 
collective investments, endowments, retirement annuities, bank accounts, living Annuities, etc.) and asset 
classes (e.g. local and offshore shares, bonds, properties, etc.). It is advisable to seek professional advice in 
creating your personalised portfolio.

BOTTOM LINE
Looking after your financial immunity is as important as looking after your physical immunity. 

Sources: 
 » scripbox.com › Personal Finance Blog › Personal Finance “In times of COVID, building financial 

hygiene and immunity” by Lisa Pallavi Barbora, 4 March 2020.

 » www.healthline.com › how-to-boost-immune-health “9 Tips to Strengthen Your Immunity Naturally”, 
1 April 2020.

 » www.health.harvard.edu › staying-healthy “How to boost your immune system”, Harvard Health 
Publishing, 6 April 2020. 
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